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If nothing else, the Mueller hearing has forced members of
the committee to read the report in full detail and absorb
its full implications. Nothing wrong with that.

Congressional Republicans do not give a shit that a foreign enemy military attacked

US critical infrastructure.

For the many that wondered why Mueller and Rosenstein were hesitant to testify, you

can see now. Mueller cannot go beyond the report, but Republicans can shamelessly

attack him with false facts outside the report.

What it looks like to sell your nation to a foreign enemy.

Surprise. People of good conscience can disagree on complicated issues.

Louise Mensch
@LouiseMensch

Replying to @LouiseMensch

I owe @DirkSchwenk an apology Mueller does think the OLC 
opinion says it is unconstitutional to prosecute a sitting President 
NOT that Mueller agrees with that; he COULD NOT have 
indicted the President BECAUSE OF THAT OPINION only
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61 people are talking about this

Gaetz is a dangerous person. He is a surprisingly effective questioner who is

completely without any moral base. He cares nothing of his oath or the rule of law.

Broke my thread....
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@DirkSchwenk

The Mueller report, per regulation, goes to the AG. The AG 
elected to make it public. So, Rep Buck, R-CO, all your 
complaints about going public with the obstruction facts is on 
your boy Barr.
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Doug Collins doing a good job pointing out that Trump directly ordered McGhan and

Lewandowski to commit obstruction of justice and have Mueller fired.

Debbie Lesko, R-AZ, asked direct question as to whether Mueller was fired or forced

to wrap up before he was ready. He answered directly, no. I believe Mueller. I

continue to question the reporting to the contrary.
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